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This is likewise one of the factors by obtaining the soft documents of this Maxim Gorky Short Stories by online. You might not require more
time to spend to go to the book introduction as without difficulty as search for them. In some cases, you likewise attain not discover the revelation
Maxim Gorky Short Stories that you are looking for. It will totally squander the time.
However below, with you visit this web page, it will be consequently very easy to get as without difficulty as download lead Maxim Gorky Short
Stories
It will not assume many period as we tell before. You can reach it even though play in something else at home and even in your workplace. for
that reason easy! So, are you question? Just exercise just what we find the money for below as skillfully as review Maxim Gorky Short Stories
what you subsequent to to read!

Maxim Gorky in English 1992
Chelkash and Other Stories Maxim Gorky 2013-03-05 Includes the title story, in which a thieving vagrant takes on a young apprentice;
"Twenty-six Men and A Girl," in which wretched bakery workers destroy their only source of joy; and "Makar Chudra."
The Art and Craft of Writing Maxim Gorky 2000-04-01 Renowned Soviet writers, Maxim Gorky, Vladimir Mayakovsky, Alexei Tolstoy and
Konstantin Fedin reveal their unique experiences in their career. They provide a sound knowledge in all forms of the art of writing, how to write
prose, the short stories, novels, verses and more. You can learn also how Soviet writers suffered when a decree declared their writing the property
of the Republic, and the hardships they encountered during the Revolution and in Hitler's time to get their stories in print. This challenged them
to pursue with a vengeance to get their stories printed regardless of the availability of supplies.Above all, these writers had stories to tell, they
wanted the public to be aware. In this way a writer finds inspiration, the right words, the earnest desire and the motivation to undergo this chosen
field that leaves to the rest of the world long after they are gone, with knowledge, a past and a heritage.Thus, writing is finding yourself, your
methods, your individuality and your creativeness. Style is the most important. If a writer does not have style he cannot write. Rhythm, melody,
vocabulary, and composition are interconnected like chess pieces. Above all, writing should not be an obsession but the only way in which you
can create your work.
In Der Steppe Maxim Gorki 2010 Der russische Schriftsteller Maxim Gorki (1868-1936) erlangte seine Weltbekanntheit durch die Gründung
des sozialistischen Realismus. Seine oft sehr autobiographischen Werke widmete er dem schweren und ungerechten Leben des
Lumpenproletariers. Sein Verst ndnis für die Schwierigkeit des Lebens der einfachen Arbeiter stammt aus der eigenen Erfahrung: Gorki wuchs
in rmlichen Verh ltnissen auf, schon mit elf wurde er zum Waisenkind und sollte selbst für das eigene berleben sorgen. Sein Traum, eine
universit re Ausbildung zu genie en, wurde niemals wahr. Doch seine anderen Tr ume, revolution re und marxistische, wurden viel
n her zur Verwirklichung. Diese Ausgabe enth lt im Jahre 1897 geschriebene Erz hlung "In der Steppe."
Delphi Works of Maxim Gorky (Illustrated) Maxim Gorky 2014-12-08 The Russian and Soviet writer Maxim Gorky was a founder of the
Socialist realism literary method and a political activist, who used his novels to illustrate the corruption of the world around him. This
comprehensive eBook presents a range of Gorky’s works, with numerous illustrations, rare texts appearing in digital print for the first time,
informative introductions and the usual Delphi bonus material. (Version 1) * Beautifully illustrated with images relating to Gorky’s life and
works * Concise introductions to the novels and other texts * Five novels, with individual contents tables * Rare novels like THE SPY and A
CONFESSION appearing in digital publishing for the first time * Excellent formatting of the texts * Easily locate the poems or short stories you
want to read * Includes a selection of Gorky’s non-fiction – including a sample of the author’s personal correspondence * Features two of
Gorky’s autobiographies * Features a bonus biography - discover Gorky’s literary life * Scholarly ordering of texts into chronological order
and literary genres Please note: we regret that translations of many of Gorky’s novels and plays are not available in the public domain. When
new texts become available, they will be added to the eBook as a free update. Please visit www.delphiclassics.com to browse through our range of
exciting titles CONTENTS: The Novels THE MAN WHO WAS AFRAID THREE OF THEM THE MOTHER THE SPY A CONFESSION
The Shorter Fiction THROUGH RUSSIA TWENTY-SIX AND ONE AND OTHER STORIES CREATURES THAT ONCE WERE MEN,
AND OTHER STORIES MISCELLANEOUS STORIES The Short Stories LIST OF SHORT STORIES IN CHRONOLOGICAL ORDER LIST
OF SHORT STORIES IN ALPHABETICAL ORDER The Poetry LIST OF POEMS The Non-Fiction REMINISCENCES OF ANTON
CHEKHOV REMINISCENCES OF LEO NIKOLAEVICH TOLSTOY THE MARCH OF MAN MISCELLANEOUS LETTERS The
Autobiographies MY CHILDHOOD IN THE WORLD The Biography MAXIM GORKI by Hans Ostwald Please visit www.delphiclassics.com
to browse through our range of exciting titles
MAXIMS OF GORKY Ak apāda Maxims of Gorky: Quotes of Maxim Gorky The literary genius Aleksey Maksimovich Peshkov rose from
the poverty to become a leading Russian author. The short story writer and novelists was known by the pseudonym Maxim Gorky. The
controversial author achieved great fame during his lifetime. The five time nominee for the Nobel Prize In Literature has many famous works
included The Lower Depths, Twenty six Men and a Girl, The Song of the StormyPetrel, My Childhood, Mother, Summer folk and Childen of the
Sun. The association with fellow Russian writers Leo Tolstoy and Anton Chekhov was also mentioned in his memoirs. He was the founder of the
socialist realism and was active with the emerging Marxist social democratic movement.
Tales of Two Countries Larry Jaggard 2017-09-24 Alexei Maximovich Peshkov, 1868 - 1936, primarily known as Maxim Gorky, was a Russian
and Soviet writer, a founder of the socialist realism literary method and a political activist. He was a five-time nominee for the Nobel Prize in
Literature. Around fifteen years before success as a writer, he frequently changed jobs and roamed across the Russian Empire; these experiences

would later influence his writing. Gorky's most famous works were The Lower Depths (1902), Twenty-six Men and a Girl, The Song of the
Stormy Petrel, My Childhood, The Mother, Summerfolk and Children of the Sun. He had an association with fellow Russian writers Leo Tolstoy
and Anton Chekhov; Gorky would later mention them in his memoirs. Maxim Gorky was exiled from Russia and later the Soviet Union. In 1932,
he returned to the USSR on Joseph Stalin's personal invitation and died there in June 1936. This volume contains 22 short stories of Maxim
Gorky's Italian Tales and Russian Tales in the "Tales of Two Countries". 163 pages.
Drei Menschen Maksim Gor kij 1926
Russian Short Stories (Illustrated) Leon Tolstoy 2014-06-13 This book is a collection of Nineteen selected stories by the renowned Russian
authors. The most of the 27 illustrations are the pictures of the Greek and Roman Goddesses worshiped before the influence of Christianity and
monotheism. The authors and the stories are:The Queen Of Spades - By Alexsandr S. Pushkin; The Cloak - By Nikolay V. Gogol; The District
Doctor - By Ivan S. Turgenev; The Christmas Tree And The Wedding - By Fiodor M. Dostoyevsky; God Sees The Truth, But Waits - By Leon.
Tolstoy; How A Muzhik Fed Two Officials - By M.Y. Saltykov [N. Shchedrin]; Banquet Given By The Mayor, The Shades and A Phantasy - By
Vladimir G. Korlenko; The Signal - By Vsevolod M. Garshin; The Darling, The Bet and Vanka - By Anton P. Chekhov; Hide And Seek - By
Fiodor Sologub; Dethroned - By I.N. Potapenko; The Servant - By S.T. Semyonov; One Autumn Night - By Maxim Gorky; The Revolutionist By Micha l P. Artzybashev; The Outrage : A True Story - By Aleksandr I. Kuprin. Beat regards.Asino Calcio
The Outcasts, and Other Stories Maxim Gorky 2002-01-01 In addition to The Outcasts, this book includes Gorky?s stories Waiting for the
Ferry and The Affair of the Clasps.Maxim Gorky (1868-1936) was one of the greatest Russian writers. He inherited the best traditions of 19th
century classical Russian literature and was at the same time the creator of a new art, socialist realism; he laid the foundations of the young Soviet
Literature. Gorky was born "Aleksey Maksimovich Peshkov" on March 16, 1868, in Nizhny Novgorod, Russia -- which was later renamed in his
honor after his death (ordered by Stalin himself, it is rumored). The bitterness of his early life led him to choose the name Maxim Gorky (which
means "the bitter one") as his pseudonym. Although jailed periodically for association with revolutionaries and for his own outspoken opinion on
the existing social order, Gorky managed to publish a few short stories, mostly about the tramps and derelicts he had met on his journeys. These
short stories soon became very popular, touching the imagination of the Russian people. Gorky became a kind of folk hero. He was the first
Russian author to write sympathetically of such characters as tramps and thieves, emphasizing their daily struggles against overwhelming odds.
Stories of the Steppe Maksim Gorky 1970 Maxim Gorky, the bitter Voice of Russia, can tell fairy tales whose coloring has all the richness of
oriental twilights and whose cadences are garlands woven of sea-spray and wind-blossoms. His stories of the steppe are not propagandistic, and
with the exception of the powerful tale "Because of Monotony," they are not sordid pictures of realistic misery, but they are sweet fairy lullabies
that the gods must sing to the baby angels when they are sad and weary with their contemplation of human sorrows. These tales are filled with
longing, and throughout that longing there is a thread of red fire that at times bursts forth into a flaming prophecy of hope. The Stories of the
Steppe are among his most wonderful visions.
Malwa Maksim Gorky 1919
Savage Avengers 1 - Die Stadt der Sicheln Gerry Duggan 2019-12-17 Die neue Serie mit Conan im Kosmos der Marvel-Helden! Um die Ninja
der Hand und einen besonders b sen Zauberer aufzuhalten, kommen einige von Marvels grimmigsten und t dlichsten Antihelden zusammen:
Wolverine, Venom, Elektra und der Punisher! Doch auch Brother Voodoo und Conan mischen mit, wobei der Barbar und Wolverine erst mal
aufeinander losgehen ...
Maxim Gorky, Selected Short Stories Maksim Gorky 1959
Meine Universit ten Maxim Gorki 2017-04-19 Maxim Gorki ver ffentlichte seinen autobiografischen Roman 1923, in dem er die für seine
Entwicklung entscheidenden Jahre zwischen 1885 und 1888 schildert: Der junge Icherz hler kommt zum Studium nach Kasan, wo er sich
Landstreichern und ausgebeuteten Proletariern anschlie t, die er als die eigentlichen Lehrer seiner Universit ten versteht. Zugleich findet
er aber auch Anschluss an die politische Studentenschaft und kommt erstmals in Kontakt mit den Schriften von Marx und Darwin. Durch sein
wachsendes revolution res Bewusstsein zunehmend isoliert, unternimmt er einen gescheiterten Selbstmordversuch, nach dem er Kasan
endgültig verl sst, um sich ersten eigenen literarischen und politischen Projekten zu widmen.
Selected Short Stories Maxim Gorky 2001-01-01 Born "Aleksey Maksimovich Peshkov" on March 16, 1868, in Nizhny Novgorod, Russia -later renamed in his honor - Maxim Gorky would learn early the harsh lessons of life. He spent his early childhood in Astrakhan where his father
worked as a shipping agent, but when the boy was only five years old, his father died, and he was sent to live with his maternal grandparents. This
was not a happy time for the young Gorky as conditions were poor and often violent. At the age of eight, the boy's grandfather forced him to quit
school and apprenticed him to several tradesmen including a shoemaker and an icon painter. Fortunately, Gorky also worked as a dishwasher on
a Volga steamer where a friendly cook taught him to read, and literature soon became his passion.
Book of Short Stories 1 Maxim Gorky 1969-06-01
Through Russia Maxim Gorky 2021-07-28 First published in 1923 ‘Through Russia’ is a collection of short stories by the well-known
Russian author, Maxim Gorky. The collection includes ‘The Birth of a Man’, ‘Nilushka’, and ‘The Dead Man’. With some of the
stories written during the turbulent period of the Russian Revolution, the tales in this collection frequently deal with the social issues of the time.
The focus is on the struggles of everyday, ordinary people, portraying them in a sympathetic and compassionate way. A great introduction to the
work of Maxim Gorky, and a fascinating snapshot of a changing early twentieth century Russia. Maxim Gorky (1868-1936) was a Russian author,
playwright, and political activist. Orphaned at the age of eleven, Gorky ran away from home and survived by taking on a variety of menial jobs
whilst travelling around Russia – experiences which would influence his writing in later life. He often worked as a journalist for local newspapers
and his first short story ‘Makar Chudra’ was published in a newspaper in 1892. His first book, ‘Essays and Stories’ was published in 1898
and was an immediate success, allowing Gorky to concentrate fully on his writing. His focus was on those struggling and outcast from society and
he was dedicated to portraying their worth and humanity – viewing his literary work as a moral obligation and a political act. He became
associated with the Marxist movement and was critical of the Tsarist regime, resulting in his numerous arrests, imprisonments, and periods of
exile. Some of his best-known works include ‘The Lower Depths’, ‘My Childhood’, ‘Mother’, and ‘Children of the Sun’. He was a
five-time Nobel Prize nominee for his services to literature.

Der Spitzel Maksim Gor kij 1926
Creatures That Once Were Men Illustrated Maxim Gorky 2020-10-19 A collection of short stories by the popular and influential Russian
author, a founder of the socialist realism literary method and arguably the greatest Russian literary figure of the 20th century. He wrote stories,
plays, memoirs and novels which touched the imagination of the Russian people, and was the first Russian author to write sympathetically of such
characters as tramps and thieves, emphasizing their daily struggles against overwhelming odds
Maxim Gorky - Through Russia Maxim Gorky 2016-11-30 A collection of short stories about Russia.
Eine Beichte Maksim Gorky 1926
Soviet Short Stories Maxim Gorky 2001-12-01 This collection is composed of stories written by Soviet authors from 1937 to 1947, with the
exception of three pre-revolutionary stories by Maxim Gorky, with which the volume opens.Contents:Maxim Gorky: A Man is Born Malva How
a Song Was ComposedAlexei Tolstoi: The Russian Character A Strange StoryMikhail Sholokhov: HateAlexander Fadeyev: EarthquakeSergei
Sergeyev-Tsensky: The Old DoctorBoris Gorbatov: Friendship The Return of SatanauKonstantin Simonov: Maturity The CandleIlya Ehrenburg:
The ActressVasili Grossman LifeValentin Katayev: Our FatherVadim Kozhevnikov: March-AprilPavel Bazhov: The Mistress of Copper Hill The
Iron GrannieLeonid Sobolev: His SweetheartVasili Ilyenkov: Fetis ZyablikovSergei Dikovsky: The Commandant of Bird IslandKonstantin
Paustovsky: Nastya, The LacemakerIlya Ilf and Eugene Petrov: Columbus Reaches Port The Wonder GuestsArkadi Gaidar: The Telegram
Childhood Maxim Gorky 2021-11-08 CHILDHOOD —Maxim Gorky Childhood is an autobiographical Russian novel of Maxim Gorky
(pen name) on the theme sanctum sanctorum of the world outlook.
The Three Maxim Gorky 2000-10 I have just read The Three. It is a good book. Yes, despite its verbosity, repetition, and many other faults, it is
a good book. As I read it I thought sadly that if such a book had fallen into my house fifteen years ago it would have spared me the torture of
many thoughts as superfluous as they were painful.A big great dilapidated house is filled to bursting with poor working folk. Here poverty and the
law of the fist hold away. The strong beat the weak; grown -- ups beat children -- beat them hard, sometimes to death.It is in this house that three
friends spend their childhood and youth. One of them Ilya Lunyev (the main character in the book), is a sturdy chap who moves into town from
the country. The other two are Yakov Filomonov, a meek, quiet boy, son of a bar- keeper, and Pavel Grachov, the blacksmith?s bellicose
son.With the insight and sympathy of a great writer Gorky relates the grim life story of these three. We learn about Masha, Vera and Olimpiada,
the girls who went through so many trials; about the tragic fate of Ilya, the untimely death of Yakov, and the new course upon which Pavel sets out
under the influence of his new friends.
Tales from Gorky Maksim Gorky 2019-01-08 Maxim Gorky continues to be regarded as the greatest literary representative of revolutionary
Russia. Born of the people, and having experienced in his own person their sufferings and their misery, he was enabled by his extraordinary genius
to voice their grievances and their aspirations for a better life as no academic could. His international fame rests on a tremendous literary output,
including the powerful play "The Lower Depths," the monumental novel of the 1905 Russian Revolution, "Mother," his vital Autobiography and,
of course, his short stories. This edition of "The Collected Short Stories of Maxim Gorky" includes his benchmark masterpieces "A rolling stone"
and "Twenty-Six Men and a Girl" as well as "Chelkash" among many others. The collection represents the very best of Gorky's genius.
Chelkash and Other Stories Maxim Gorky 1999 Three short stories from the great Russian writer, including the title story, in which a thieving
vagrant takes on a young, unwilling apprentice; "Twenty-six Men and A Girl," widely regarded as Gorky’s best short story, which describes how
a wretched crew of bakery workers destroy their only source of joy; and the ill-fated romance, "Makar Chudra."
Creatures That Once Were Men Maxim Gorky 2018-07-13 Creatures That Once Were Men by Maxim Gorky A collection of short stories
with an introduction by G.K. Chesterton. We are delighted to publish this classic book as part of our extensive Classic Library collection. Many of
the books in our collection have been out of print for decades, and therefore have not been accessible to the general public. The aim of our
publishing program is to facilitate rapid access to this vast reservoir of literature, and our view is that this is a significant literary work, which
deserves to be brought back into print after many decades. The contents of the vast majority of titles in the Classic Library have been scanned
from the original works. To ensure a high quality product, each title has been meticulously hand curated by our staff. Our philosophy has been
guided by a desire to provide the reader with a book that is as close as possible to ownership of the original work. We hope that you will enjoy this
wonderful classic work, and that for you it becomes an enriching experience.
Creatures That Once Were Men Maxim Gorky Illustrated Maxim Gorky 2021-05-02 A collection of short stories with an introduction by G.K.
Chesterton.
7 best short stories by Maxim Gorky Maxim Gorky 2020-05-14 Alexei Maximovich Peshkov, better known as Maxim Gorky, was a Russian
author considered the father of Soviet revolutionary literature and founder of the doctrine of socialist realism. After having a difficult childhood,
he roamed across the Russian empire, frequently changing jobs for about fifteen years before he became a successful writer. The experiences he
had during those fifteen years deeply influenced his writing. Initially, he wrote stories mainly based on the lives of tramps and social outcasts, and
he became known for his naturalistic style of writing. August Nemo selected seven important short stories from this author's vast work:Her
LoverOne Autumn NightTwenty Six Men and a GirlThe Dead ManWaiting for the FerryThe BillionaireThe Birth of a Man
The Collected Short Stories of Maxim Gorky Maksim Gorky 1988 Maxim Gorky continues to be regarded as the greatest literary
representative of revolutionary Russia. Born of the people, and having experienced in his own person their sufferings and their misery, he was
enabled by his extraordinary genius to voice their grievances and their aspirations for a better life as no academic could. His international fame
rests on a tremendous literary output, including the powerful play "The Lower Depths", the monumental novel of the 1905 Russian Revolution,
"Mother", his vital Autobiography and, of course, his short stories. This edition of "The Collected Short Stories of Maxim Gorky" includes his
benchmark masterpieces "Creatures That Once Were Men" and "Twenty-Six Men and a Girl" as well as "Chelkash and My Fellow-Traveller"
among many others. The collection represents the very best of Gorky's genius. For this edition the renowned scholar and author Frederic Ewen
has written a penetrating new introduction evaluating Gorky's place in the world's literary pantheon.
Big Book of Best Short Stories - Specials - Russia Leonid Andreyev 2020-04-04 This book contains 25 short stories from 5 classic, prizewinning and noteworthy authors. The stories were carefully selected by the critic August Nemo, in a collection that will please the literature
lovers.The theme of this edition is: Russia. For more exciting titles, be sure to check out our 7 Best Short Stories and Essential Novelists

collections. This book contains: - Leonid Andreyev: - Lazarus - On The Day of Crucifixion - The Crushed Flower - The Serpent's Story - JUdas
Iscariot - The Little Angel - A Story Wich Will Never Be Finished - Daniil Kharms: - Symphony no. 2 - On phenomena and existences - No. 1 The thing - Andrey Semyonovich - An unexpected drinking bout - The destiny of a professor's wife - The memoirs of a wise old man Alexander Pushkin: - The Queen of Spades - The Shot - The Snowstorm - The Postmaster - The Coffin-maker - Kirdjali - Peter, The Great's
Negro - Ivan Turgenev: - A Desperate Character - Knock, Knock, Knock - A Strange Story - The Dog - The District Doctor - The Inn - Mumu Maxim Gorky: - Her Lover - One Autumn Night - Twenty Six Men and a Girl - The Dead Man - Waiting for the Ferry - The Billionaire - The
Birth of a Man
Maxim Gorky, Saviour Without Hope Elizabeth Molodovsky 1962
My Fellow-Traveller Maxim Gorky 2004-03-01 Maxim Gorky (1868-1936) was one of the greatest Russian writers. He inherited the best
traditions of 19th century classical Russian literature and was at the same time the creator of a new art, socialist realism; he laid the foundations of
the young Soviet Literature. Gorky was born "Aleksey Maksimovich Peshkov" on March 16, 1868, in Nizhny Novgorod, Russia - which was later
renamed in his honor after his death (ordered by Stalin himself, it is rumored). The bitterness of his early life led him to choose the name Maxim
Gorky (which means "the bitter one") as his pseudonym. Although jailed periodically for association with revolutionaries and for his own
outspoken opinion on the existing social order, Gorky managed to publish a few short stories, mostly about the tramps and derelicts he had met
on his journeys. These short stories soon became very popular, touching the imagination of the Russian people. Gorky became a kind of folk
hero. He was the first Russian author to write sympathetically of such characters as tramps and thieves, emphasizing their daily struggles against
overwhelming odds.
Die Mutter Maxim Gorki 2015-02-22
Meistererz hlungen Maxim Gorki 2014-05-21 Maxim Gorki (1868-1936) stammte aus rmsten Verh ltnissen und erhielt nur eine
bruchstückhafte Schulbildung. Auf ausgedehnten Wanderungen, die er sp ter als seine Universit ten bezeichnete, lernte er die schier
grenzenlose Armut der russischen Bev lkerung kennen. Aus diesem Erfahrungsschatz sch pfte er die Stoffe für seine zahlreichen realistischen
Erz hlungen und Bühnenstücke, die ihm den Ruf einen Volksschriftstellers einbrachten. Der vorliegende Band enth lt einige der besten
Erz hlungen aus der Frühzeit des Autors, darunter die l ngeren Novellen Kain und Artem und Warenjka Ollessowa .
Secondhand-Zeit Swetlana Alexijewitsch 2013-08-26 Der Kalte Krieg ist seit über zwanzig Jahren vorbei, doch das postsowjetische Russland
sucht noch immer nach einer neuen Identit t. W hrend man im Westen nach wie vor von der Gorbatschow-Zeit schw rmt, will man sie in
Russland am liebsten vergessen. Inzwischen gilt Stalin dort vielen, auch unter den Jüngeren, wieder als gro er Staatsmann, wie überhaupt die
sozialistische Vergangenheit immer fter nostalgisch verkl rt wird. Für Swetlana Alexijewitsch leben die Russen gleichsam in einer Zeit des
"secondhand", der gebrauchten Ideen und Worte. Wie ein vielstimmiger Chor erz hlen die Menschen in ihrem neuen Buch von der radikalen
gesellschaftlichen Umw lzung in den zurückliegenden Jahren.
Through Russia Maxim Maxim Gorky 2016-12-15 Why buy our paperbacks? Standard Font size of 10 for all books High Quality Paper
Fulfilled by Amazon Expedited shipping 30 Days Money Back Guarantee BEWARE of Low-quality sellers Don't buy cheap paperbacks just to
save a few dollars. Most of them use low-quality papers & binding. Their pages fall off easily. Some of them even use very small font size of 6 or
less to increase their profit margin. It makes their books completely unreadable. How is this book unique? Unabridged (100% Original content)
Font adjustments & biography included Illustrated About Through Russia by Maxim Gorky A collection of short stories by the popular and
influential Russian author, a founder of the socialist realism literary method and arguably the greatest Russian literary figure of the 20th century.
He wrote stories, plays, memoirs and novels which touched the imagination of the Russian people, and was the first Russian author to write
sympathetically of such characters as tramps and thieves, emphasizing their daily struggles against overwhelming odds.
Twenty-six and One and Other Stories Maxim Gorky 2020-02-25 A collection of three short stories: Twenty-six and One, Tchelkache &
Malva.
Creatures That Once Were Men Maxim Gorky Illustrated Translator J M Shirazi 2021-03-31 A collection of short stories by the popular and
influential Russian author, a founder of the socialist realism literary method and arguably the greatest Russian literary figure of the 20th century.
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